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The option to publish an article as open access can be daunting to faculty when combined with the requirement to pay article processing fees, which can be quite hefty. To assist faculty in making their research more readily available, we have joined the ranks of libraries/institutions which offer an Open Access Publishing Fund to help offset associated costs. But the management of this fund comes with its own challenges. We pay invoices at the article level, not the journal level. We have an approval process which often involves dividing invoices so we only subsidize our affiliated faculty. Invoices undergo a hand-off from faculty member to the OA librarian to Acquisitions to Purchasing. Article processing fees often originate from a different publishing division from our standard journal invoices, which in turn leads to required paperwork to add the division as a new vendor in our payment systems.
We want to support open access, but we need an easier way to manage the workflow and invoicing for these article-level transactions if they are to become commonplace. Most publishers offer an institutional deposit account option, but such automated payments could undermine local guidelines for OA Publishing Fund payments; not to mention you would need multiple deposit accounts to allow flexibility in publishing venues. The Copyright Clearance Center has recently released the availability to run article processing charges through RightsLink, and several publishers are now using this service as an intermediary.
Time will tell whether we're able to sufficiently untangle the open access process and make it manageable to all parties involved.
Jill Emery
Collection Development Librarian, Portland State University, <jemery@pdx.edu>
To be honest, Portland State University Library isn't doing much with open access. Portland State has added DOAJ and DOAB to the catalog and also supported Knowledge Unlatched but beyond these initiatives, we have not started processing APCs or underwriting OA publication in any major way. However, it is my job as an academic librarian, who is leading my institution in determining what is paid for content, to understand and have the best comprehension of the "total cost of publication" for the content purchased on behalf of students and faculty. "The 'Total cost of publication (TCP)' consists of article processing charges for either individual journal articles or as part of a bulk pre-payment scheme, subscriptions for either individual journals or packages, and the additional administrative costs for managing APCs." (See Pinfield, S., Salter, J. and Bath, P.A. (2015) -The 'total cost of publication' in a hybrid open-access environment: Institutional approaches to funding journal article processing charges in combination with subscriptions.
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Publisher representatives will tell acquisitions and collection development librarians in the U.S. that the total OA produced by them via hybrid journals is 1-2%. This may be true in the U.S. but in Europe and in the UK, these amounts are higher and range more around 10%. As academic librarians, we need to begin the conversations now of reaching a new price point for the journal content we purchase. The market is changing rapidly, and it does not make sense for our institutions to be paying both APC costs, covering the inherent management costs of APCs, and paying subscriptions for the same content. The sand is shifting quickly as awareness increases. The Mellon Foundation is exploring an idea to subsidize open access digital humanities interactive research products that otherwise would be channeled into a scholarly monograph format. Universities would be asked to provide partial support for these works. The Open Library of the Humanities is investigating alternative collective funding mechanisms for open access in the humanities, including monographs.
Celeste Feather
University presses, foundations, faculty, administrators, and librarians are all engaged in developing structures that will allow social science and humanities long form scholarship to reach the widest possible audience. These are exciting times!
